
HondaJet Elite II

Mark found himself
repeating history as the
first owner to take delivery of the newest model
of the HondaJet. Global Elite Aviation sat down
with Mark to learn just how he is enjoying his new
HondaJet Elite II. Here is what he had to say.

Q: How are the new spoilers on the wing and
enhanced nose wheel steering, do you feel more
confident now landing in strong crosswinds?

A: We've had two fairly significant crosswinds so
far, and the airplane has done remarkably well with
both. I don't know who to give the credit to, the
ground spoilers or the augmented steering, but the

combination seems to be
working well. When the

ground spoilers activate, you just feel a sense of
solidity. I’m more content in every phase of flight.

Q: What about the new Elite II would you say is
the most significant improvement over your
HondaJet APMG?

A: If I were to list the biggest improvements, I
would have to say the fit and finish is just
remarkable. They really have done a great job. The
new interiors are very nicely done… Also the fueling
system, they have done a great job at venting the fuel
system to make that work better. Read More>

Hot Summer Days,
Slightly Cool Market,

but Still a Sunny
Outlook

The heyday of airplanes
selling in hours after
bidding wars may be
behind us now, but that
doesn't mean it is not
still a seller's market.

The halfway mark of the
year is always a good
time to pause and take
stock. While hot

summer days may be upon us in full force, the aircraft sales market has
officially cooled off. Yet rest assured, just because airplanes are not
selling at record speeds for well over market value anymore, does not
by any means imply that the market has crashed, nor that it is now a
buyer's market. In fact, if you own a well equipped HondaJet with
reasonably low time that has been properly maintained and cared for,
your aircraft is likely still worth a good amount over what it would have
been valued at prior to the market boom of 2021 & 2022. And better
yet, your airplane is still capable of selling within the ballpark of its
present market value, even despite the "Jet It Effect". Read More >

Global Elite Aviation
Celebrates 3 Years in Business

Three years ago today Global Elite
Aviation opened its virtual doors to the
aviation industry and debuted a new
brokerage and acquisition services firm
uniquely dedicated to all models of the
HondaJet aircraft. It has been quite an
eventful three years since that very first day.
From launching at the beginning of a
global pandemic in highly uncertain times,
to accelerating into the unprecedentedly
wild market we all experienced in 2021 and
2022, all the while promoting the growing
exposure of the HondaJet as Honda
Aircraft Company introduced two new
HondaJet HA-420 models and announced
a third concept aircraft. Read More >
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President
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Latest News

HondaJet Elite II
Makes EAA Debut
Read More >

Honda Aircraft Go for
Launch of HondaJet 2600
Read More >

Honda Aircraft Company
Expands SE Asia Footprint
Read More >

Upcoming Events

HJOPA Annual Convention
& Safety Symposium
Austin, TX Sept 28 - Oct 1
https://hjopa.org

NBAA-BACE
Las Vegas, NV Oct 17-19

Did You Know
You can now get beautiful
and functional carpet runners
for your HondaJet. Several
of Global Elite Aviation’s
customers have already
acquired these hand-crafted
carpet runners, and are all
very happy with the look and
the durability. High quality,
fully bound and perfectly fit,
these woven fabrics resist
traffic stains and food stains,
and wash easily with soap
and water. Even grease from
the tarmac comes right off!
No more footprints on a rainy
or snowy day. For more
information visit Tim’s
website PlaneMat.com>
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